
Troubleshooting  

 

My Philips pasta maker does not work / stopped working 

If your Philips pasta maker doesn’t work, makes alarm sounds or the mixing chamber lid is 

detached/pushed open, there might be a simple solution. 

The pasta maker is overheated due to long and continuous usage 

In this case, disconnect your pasta maker from the power source, and allow it to cool down. 

The chamber lid might not be assembled properly 

If your pasta maker is not working right after pressing the start button, then the chamber lid 

might not be correctly assembled. 

Please make sure all the safety pins are fully inserted in their safety switch holes. 

Depending on your Philips Pasta Maker Model, the safety pins are either one or two pins that 

need to be in full contact with the switches. 

 
There might be too much flour in the mixing chamber 

If you notice the problem while making pasta, then there might be too much flour in the mixing 

chamber. 

The maximum amount of flour recommended for each batch of pasta is 400g for Viva (HR237 

models) / 500g for Avance (HR235 models). 

If you have put more than the indicated amount of flour in the mixing chamber, please reduce the 

amount and make another batch of pasta. 

The ratio of flour-water provided in the "Flour/water ratio table" might not have been followed 

correctly 



In this case, unplug your pasta maker, clean it and restart the pasta making again. 

If the water flour ratio is correct the dough should have the following consistency: 

It should be crumbly and appear rather dry. This consistency is needed as with the extrusion 

forces this is then turned in the perfect pasta dough. 

The mixing paddle may be blocked by some foreign objects 

Please make sure there are no foreign objects blocking the mixing paddle. 

The wrong program might be selected 

Unplug your pasta maker, clean it, and follow the user manual again to restart it 

Not enough/no pasta is coming out of my Philips pasta maker 

In the unfortunate event that no pasta coming out, too much leftover dough stays inside or the 

mixing paddle of your pasta maker is running idle, please find here how to solve it. 

The flour/water ratio might be incorrect 

Check the flour / water ratio: There might be differences regarding flour from country to country. 

If you are using whole-wheat flour, add another 5ml of liquid. 

When the water flour ratio is correct, the consistency of the dough should be crumbly and appear 

rather dry. This consistency is needed in order for the extrusion forces to turn the dough in the 

perfect pasta dough. 

Too much water was used 

If you used too much water, disconnect the plug from the power source and discard dough; clean 

the pasta maker and follow the user manual to restart the pasta making process. 

If the dough looks like this, you added too much water: 



 
 

 

The amount of flour is incorrect 

Make sure you are following the recipe by using a kitchen scale or supplied flour cup. 

Liquid was poured too fast 

Pour liquid slowly into the device for best results. 

Some dough is left inside the chamber 

If only some dough remains inside your pasta maker’s mixing chamber, please put it directly on 

the mixing paddle with a kitchen tool and start the extrusion only program. 

In order to use this program, you need to press the extrusion-only button, and press the 

start/pause for extra extrusion. The program will take 3 minutes to be completed. 

The pasta from my Philips pasta maker breaks easily 

If your Philips pasta maker's pasta breaks easily, do not worry: just follow these tips and tricks. 

 
The flour/water ratio might be incorrect 



If the flour/water ratio used is not the recommended one, your pasta might break. 

To solve this, unplug your pasta maker from the power source and discard the dough. 

Then clean the pasta maker and follow these instructions to restart the pasta making process 

(please refer to the chapter “Using the pasta maker” in the user manual for more detailed steps): 

1- Prepare the ingredients. 

2- Remove the chamber lid. 

3- Pour the flour in the chamber. 

4- Close the chamber lid properly. 

5- Use the “Pasta-making recipe table” and measure the required amount of water. 

If the water flour ratio is correct the dough should have the following consistency: 

It should be crumbly and appear rather dry. This consistency is needed as with the extrusion 

forces this is then turned in the perfect pasta dough. 

Note: 

*Use the supplied flour cup and be aware that it is not a standard 8 oz. measuring cup and should 

not be used as such . 

*You can use a kitchen scale to measure the flour weight more accurately. 

The wrong type of flour was used 

For ideal results use all-purpose flour or flour with higher protein content (for more information, 

please refer to the chapter 'Using the Pasta Maker' in the user manual or the supplied recipe 

book). 

Note: 

*Use the supplied flour cup and be aware that it is not a standard 8 oz. measuring cup and should 

not be used as such. 

*You can use a kitchen scale to measure the flour weight more accurately 

The mixing paddle is stuck in my Philips 

pasta maker 



If your (HR237*) Philips pasta maker's mixing paddle cannot be pushed out of the mixing 

chamber, read here how to solve it. 

How to solve it 

1) If you already tried to disassemble the pasta maker: put the disassembled parts back in place 

until the pasta maker is assembled properly 

2) Make sure that the control knob is on the OFF position 

3) Unplug the device 

2) Plug the device in again and select the automatic pasta making program, press the start button 

and keep the mixing paddle rotating for at least 30 seconds. Then turn the control knob to the 

OFF position 

3) Unplug your pasta maker, disassemble and clean it as described in the user manual (see 

chapter “cleaning”) 

 

 


